Homework Assignment #8
(as email due: Tuesday, February 19, 8:30 am )

Read:

- hand-outs about traffic flow
- hand-outs about paper

1. On Tuesday we will start a new topic: traffic flow. As background reading, read carefully through the copies from Gaylord & Wellin (“CHAPTER 12”) and §III of the paper by Chowdhury et al. Also look up other sources about traffic flow simulations. As answer to this question give a list of keywords of what you found. You will give a mini-description of your findings on Tuesday in class.

2. Keep working on the background reading for your project. As answer to this question a keyword list of newest insights is fine. You will give a quick update on Tuesday in class.

3. Read carefully through the hand-outs for the writing of your first main paper. As answer to this question, indicate, if you have any questions.

4. Comments: What of this assignment was most difficult and/or most interesting? Do you have any comments about last class and/or this course?